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PATENTED CABLE DUCT SYSTEM
A growing focus on sustainability has caused a shift from 
creating new buildings to renovating and recycling existing 
constructions. There is a growing need for a more efficient, 
time- and cost effective workflow. As a contribution to this new 
way of working, Canalit and electrical installers worked 
together to develop System25 cable ducts and the Canalit 
tapes. 
 
TWO CABLE DUCTS IN ONE 
The double-layered bottom can be torn out to fit both wire (with 
double layered bottom) and cable (with single layered bottom). 
Installers save money by not having to keep two different cable 
ducts in stock. Additionally, the foil on the lid ensures that the 
duct stays clean and undamaged during transport, storage and 
installation. This prevents waste, cleaning, and saves time and 
money!

Cream White Brown Black

5 x 2 meters 930010 930020 930030 930040

5 x 3 meters 930110 930120 - -

CANALIT IN BLACK
The demand for dark cable ducts for use in “open” ceilings 
has grown significantly. Canalit is responding to this market 
need with the new black System25 duct. Naturally with 
detachable double layered bottom, protective foil on the lid 
and packed in foil.

NEW!

System25



CANALIT SYSTEM25

EXTENSIVE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES

Cream White Brown Black
Flat corner 931001 932001 933001 934004
Inner corner 931011 932011 933011 934011
Outer corner 931021 932021 933021 934021
Connector 931031 932031 933031 934031
End piece 931041 932041 933041 934041
T piece 931051 932051 933051 934051
Reducing sleeve 16mm 931061 932061 933061 934061

Reducing sleeve 19mm 931071 932071 933071 934071

Junction box 931081 932081 933081

Expansion box 931091 932091 933091

RAPID FASTENING WITH DOUBLE-SIDED ADHESIVE TAPE

4 For the installation of cable conduits, cable ducts and wiring ducts

4 Able to withstand enormous shear loads and moisture-resistant

4 Suitable for uneven surfaces

4 Material: polyethylene (PE) foam with acrylate adhesive

4 Mounting: stick on dust- and grease-free surface

4 Packaging: per roll in foil 

Canalit strives to make System25 as complete as possible. 

In addition to the different colors of pipe ducts, we also offer 

a wide range of accessories, to which the junction box and 

expansion box have recently been added.

Art. no. 999119 999219 999325

Type TK 19/5 TK 19/25 TK 25/25

Width 19 mm 19 mm 25 mm

Length 5 meters 25 meters 25 meters
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